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Google India  announced a partnership with the Central Board of
Secondary Education (CBSE) at the sixth edition of  Google for
India. Google.org has also announced a $1 million grant to
Kaivalya Education Foundation as part of the Distance Learning
Fund. This would enable it, along with the Central Square
Foundation and the TeacherApp, to train 700,000 teachers in India
to deliver virtual education for students through TV and radio
where smartphones are not available. This is apart from the  $10
billion fund  announced by the search giant on Monday to speed
up India’s digital economy.The Google for India Digitization Fund,
will focus on areas important to India’s digitisation,
including  internet  access in local languages, building new
products and services. Source: ET Tech
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IBRICKS 4 KIDZ ELEARNING ANNOUNCES
PARTNERSHIP WITH FUEL EDUCATION
Creative Learning Corporation, through its subsidiary Bricks 4
Kidz   eLearning LLC, has announced a partnership with the
game-based academic provider, Fuel Education. The Bricks 4
Kidz eLearning platform, an online STEAM educational
resource for children in grades 1-4, is a web-based
subscription focused on helping children reach benchmark
academic milestones through the use of hands-on learning
with building bricks as well as customized educational
content.Stride™ is an adaptive learning solution for children
that quickly accelerates learning with engaging curriculum
engineered to match the depth and rigor of higher learning.
Stride’s Adaptive Technology goes to the core root of the
issue for a student and automatically fine-tunes custom skills
practice. Targeted video lessons and technology-enhanced
skills practice help bring struggling students to grade
level.. Source: Global News Wire

MINDSPARK HONORED FOR INNOVATIVE USE
OF AI IN EDUCATION
Mindspark, an adaptive learning software focused on improving the
students Math and Language skills was selected as a finalist of the
2019 UNESCO King Hamad Bin Isa Al-Khalifa prize for “use of ICT in
Education”. Mindspark uses pedagogical research and data on
learning patterns; using the power of AI and Big Data, it provides
adaptive and personalized remedial path for each child, Raghavan
explained.Funded by the Kingdom of Bahrain, the Prize recognizes
individuals and organizations that use digital technologies to
expand educational and lifelong learning opportunities.The theme
of the 2019 edition was use of AI to innovate education, teaching
and learning.Commenting on the recognition, Srini Raghavan, Co-
founder and CEO, Educational Initiatives said UNESCO has
recognised Mindspark for the second year in a row, for innovative
use of Artificial Intelligence in education.. Source: The Business
Line.

INSTITUTIONS TO INTRODUCE CLOUD
COMPUTING CURRICULA FROM AMAZON
Seven higher education institutions in India will adopt cloud
computing curricula from Amazon Web Services (AWS)
Educate global initiative into their mainstream college
syllabus to help develop the next generation of cloud
professionals. As per Amazon Web Services, this effort to
integrate cloud computing curricula into mainstream college
education will help address the growing requirement for
cloud skills in India by providing students with the
knowledge and competency-based credentials in cloud
architecture, data analytics, cyber security, machine
learning, and software development.All students
participating in the degree and diploma programs will be
enrolled in AWS Educate, Amazon's global initiative to
provide students comprehensive resources for building
skills in the cloud, and provided with AWS Promotional
Credits to gain real-world, hands-on experience using AWS
cloud technology..  Source: The Hindu
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